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QUESTION 1

Which two-factor authentication mechanism is supported by vRealize Automation? 

A. Mobile SSO (Secure Sign-On) authentication 

B. AirWatch Cloud Connector authentication 

C. Certificate-based authentication 

D. RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) authentication 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is currently experiencing long infrastructure provisioning times, given that the process to ask, 

review, approve and deploy their services is manual with many people involved. It is considering vRealize Automation
as a resolution, but it wants to better understand how much resources it is going to need. Which three should the
architect 

consider when determining the appropriate vRealize Automation deployment size for this environment? (Choose three.) 

A. number of managed machines 

B. number of concurrent machine provisions 

C. number of catalog items 

D. number of blueprints 

E. number of endpoints 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 3

The security team has mandated that all new virtual machines undergo an automated network security scan when
provisioned. The security team has provided the cloud architect with the REST API calls necessary to interface with the
security scanning solution. 

Which design recommendation would enable this capability? 

A. Create an Orchestrator workflow to trigger the security scan based on a subscription to the BuildComplete lifecycle
state. 

B. Design an approval policy that references the external REST API and associate this approval policy with the IaaS
machine provisioning workflow. 

C. Design a software component that includes the REST API ca lls during the I nstall script, and include 
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D. This component on all systems. 

E. Create an Orchest rator workflow to trigger the security scan based on a subscription to the MachineActivated
lifecycle state. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has been successfully deploying virtual machines to its data center in Boston for over a year. The architect
has added the endpoint in vRealize Automation and been tasked with consuming the resources in a new data center in 

Las Vegas. 

With minimal change to the catalog design, which two design options could the architect consider in order to enable
users to begin deploying machines to both data centers? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure the locations.xml file on the IaaS Manager servers to contain a location for Las Vegas.Select `Display
Location on Request\\' within your existing blueprints. 

B. Create a new reservation utilizing compute resources in Las Vegas. Create a new reservation policy and assign it to
the new reservation. 

C. Configure the locations.xml file on the IaaS Web servers to contain a location for Las Vegas. Select `Display location
on request\\' within your existing blueprints. 

D. Copy your existing blueprints and set the reservation policy to the new reservation policy that is set on the Las Vegas
reservation. 

E. Create a new reservation utilizing compute resources in Las Vegas. Set the reservation policy to the same as the
Boston reservation. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

An IaaS Administrator has been tasked with organizing virtualization compute resources and cloud endpoints into fabric
groups by type and intent. One or more fabric administrators will manage the resources in each fabric group. Which are
three considerations to take into account when designing the fabric groups? (Choose three.) 

A. Fabric administrators are responsible for creating reservations on the compute resources in their fabric groups to
allocate fabric to specific business groups. 

B. Fabric administrators monitor the resource use for their group(s) and often are approvers for catalog requests. 

C. Fabric administrators may submit requests on behalf of other users. These users could be a member of more than
one group and have different roles in different groups. 

D. The IaaS administrator must grant the role of fabric administrator to the appropriate users. 

E. Fabric groups will be created in a specific tenant, but their resources could be made available to users who belong to
business groups in all tenants. 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vCAC-61/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vcac.concepts.doc%2FGUID-
CC81881E-8DE0-4A09-ABC2-2B34240E5686.html 
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